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Laumontite is a common rock-forming zeolite occurring world-wide as a 

secondary mineral. Despite the geological importance of this mineral, its 

hydration/dehydration behavior is poorly constrained. Among four distinct water binding 

sites in laumontite, the least energetic site, W1, was previously shown to have 

reversible hysteretic hydration/dehydration behavior at room temperature but hysteretic 

behavior was not observed at higher temperatures. To study the influence of 

temperature on hysteresis, phase equilibrium observations were conducted across a 

range of temperatures (298 to 328 K) and as a function of relative humidity. Water 

sorption was studied via two techniques, a salt buffer method and using a 

thermogravimetric analyzer. Prominent hysteresis was observed with both methods 

from room temperature to 323 K. As the temperature was increased, the observed 

hysteresis diminished and moved to higher humidity. Hysteresis disappeared above 323 

K. A solvus model of hydration/dehydration behavior was tested by finding the best-fit 

equilibrium constant (K) and Margules parameter (WG) for the experimental isotherm 

data. The thermodynamic calculation resulted in values of log K and WG of -0.0495 and 
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5500 J/mol, respectively. These values together with thermodynamic data from the 

literature were used to predict the behavior of water during hydration/dehydration at 

room temperature and higher. Although fully matching the experimental results will 

require more complex modeling, the model reproduces the basic features of the 

observed isotherms, and thus, supports the application of the solvus model to describe 

the temperature-dependent nature of hysteresis observed during hydration/dehydration 

of W1 in laumontite. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Minerals containing intracrystalline molecular water in their lattice are very 

common at the earth’s surface and are an important part of the water cycle at crustal 

scales (e.g., Stober and Bucher, 2004). Water content of these hydrous minerals and 

their response to changes in physical and chemical conditions is of great importance in 

a wide variety of environmental and technological applications (Breck D. W., 1974; 

Sadek and Mekhamer 2000, 2001; Selvidge and Miaoulis, 1990). Reversible hydration 

and thermodynamic properties play an important role in the stability and the chemistry 

of these minerals in geologic systems (e.g., Carey and Bish, 1996; Neuhoff and Bird, 

2001). Although some minerals reversibly hydrate and dehydrate following the same 

path, other minerals exhibit repeatable hysteresis during hydration and dehydration. The 

water content of these minerals depends on whether the system undergoes hydration or 

dehydration. Such behavior has been reported in clays (Ransom and Helgeson, 1994), 

mineral nanopores (e.g., Neimark et al., 2000), and, more rarely, in zeolites (Fridriksson 

et al., 2003b, Atalan and Neuhoff, 2006; Bish and Wang, 2010).  

Water molecules in these confined systems exhibit a wide range of physical 

behaviors in response to various surface forces. The behavior of confined water 

depends on many factors such as the structure and the chemical composition of the 

confining medium, the presence of charged species, and the hydration level. The effect 

of the interactions with pore walls and other ions produce localized restrictions which 

alter the behavior of confined water from that of bulk water.  

The causes of hysteresis have been debated vigorously in the literature. It has 

been attributed to kinetic factors, phase transitions, structural changes, surface 
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irregularities, and surface area changes. (e.g., Tamura et al., 2000). It has also been 

ascribed to differences in surface interactions with water molecules and the confining 

medium during capillary condensation and evaporation in nanoporous materials. (e.g., 

Neimark and Vavitkovitch, 2001). Despite concerted investigation of 

hydration/dehydration processes, quantitative thermodynamic models of the degree of 

hydration as a function of temperature (T), pressure (P) and chemical potential (µ) 

remain elusive for many of these systems. 

Laumontite, Ca4Si16Al8O48.nH2O, is a common rock-forming zeolite occurring 

world-wide as a secondary mineral in low-grade metavolcanic and volcanically-derived 

sedimentary rocks. It forms under a wide range of conditions, from near surface and 

diagenetic to metamorphic and hydrothermal environments. The presence of laumontite 

in these settings is very important for pressure-temperature boundaries of formation and 

defines upper zeolite facies metamorphism (Coombs et al., 1959). The occurrence of 

laumontite near petroleum deposits can significantly reduce rock permeability, which 

may limit the production potential of a reservoir (Neuhoff and Bird, 2001).  

X-ray diffraction (Yamazaki et al,. 1991; Artioli and Stahl, 1993; Fridriksson et al., 

2003a) and neutron diffraction (Stahl and Artioli, 1993) studies have revealed the crystal 

structure of laumontite. Fully hydrated laumontite contains 18 water molecules per unit 

cell (Yamazaki et al., 1991; Stahl et al., 1996). The aluminosilicate framework is made 

up of chains of four-membered rings of (Al,Si)O4 tetrahedra linked to other adjacent 

chains across O atoms in the rings (Stahl and Artioli, 1993).They bond to form 5.3 A° 

channels. The charge imbalance created by the presence of Al tetrahedral sites is 

neutralized by Ca2+ cations. Water molecules are distributed among four distinct water 
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sites: W1, W2, W5 and W8. Water molecules on the W2 and W8 sites solvate the Ca2+ 

cation. In contrast, those on the W1 and W5 sites are hydrogen bonded to framework 

oxygen and/or water molecules on the W2 and W8 sites (Fridriksson et al., 2003a). The 

water sites in laumontite dehydrate sequentially (Stahl et al., 1996; Yamazaki et al, 

1991; Fridriksson et al.,2003a). W1 is the least energetic and is the first site to 

dehydrate and the last water site to be occupied upon hydration of laumontite. When the 

water at W1 site is lost via dehydration the remaining water sites remain fully occupied. 

This stepwise behavior contrasts to many other zeolites that show complex 

hydration/dehydration behavior and allows study of the individual water sites.  

At ambient conditions, fully hydrated laumontite, which contains 18 water 

molecules per formula unit (Ca4Al8Si16O48·18H2O), loses part of its hydrogen-bonded 

water molecules from the channels and becomes a partially dehydrated laumontite 

(Ca4Al8Si16O48·14H2O) (Artioli et al.,1989; Armbruster and Kohler,1992) which is 

referred to as leonhardite. Although leonhardite is not considered a valid mineral name 

any more (Coombs et al., 1997), it is still used in the literature to identify the partially 

dehydrated laumontite with one water site (W1) empty. Neuhoff and Bird (2001) showed 

that laumontite actually forms as leonhardite in many geological settings and only 

becomes fully hydrated at elevated pressures.  

Researchers have studied hydration and/or dehydration behavior of laumontite 

as a function of the relative humidity (Yamazaki et al.,1991), temperature (Artioli et 

al.,1989; Stahl et al.,1996), pressure (Lee et al.,2004;White et al.,2004) and different 

exchangeable cations (Kiseleva et al. 1996; Rashchenko et al. 2012). These studies 

mostly focus on the structural changes and mechanisms upon hydration/dehydration 
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and did not consider the distinct water sites separately. Fridriksson et al. (2003a;b) 

studied the hydration/dehydration of laumontite for all four distinct water sites on 

laumontite. At room temperature, they found that hydration/dehydration of the W5 site 

was completely reversible without hysteresis, but hydration /dehydration of W1 exhibited 

distinctly hysteretic sorption behavior at room temperature, consistent with observations 

of Yamazaki et al. (1991). However, at temperatures above 298 K, Fridriksson et al. 

(2003b) observed surprisingly low hydration levels of the W1 site and did not detect any 

hysteresis. The results of crystal structure analysis with X-ray diffraction (XRD) by 

Fridriksson et al. (2003b) showed that, within the hysteretic region at 298 K, peak 

amplitudes were split. This observation provides evidence that two phases with different 

water occupancies coexist during hydration and dehydration of W1 site and supports a 

solvus model for the hydration-dehydration behavior.  

This study presents results of integrated phase equilibrium experiments of the 

hydration/dehydration behavior of W1 site in laumontite over a range of temperature 

and relative humidity to map out the extent of the hysteresis and better understand the 

water content and stability of laumontite under environmentally germane conditions. 

Hydration states of laumontite samples were measured using two different experimental 

techniques.  The first technique, buffered batch experiments, has been traditionally 

applied by many researchers (Chou et al., 2002; Yamazaki et al., 1991) and is based on 

creating test conditions and collecting water content data manually.  The second 

technique employs a thermogravimetric analyzer (Carey and Bish 1996; Fridriksson et 

al., 2003b). The experimental data gathered through these two techniques were 

compared and combined with calorimetric observations from previous studies to 
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develop quantitative thermodynamic models of solution behavior that can be applied to 

predicting water content of the mineral at any temperature and relative humidity. The 

phase equilibrium observations were used to assess the thermodynamic properties of 

the reactions and the energetics of mixing between hydrated and dehydrated phases. 

The thermodynamic calculations presented in this study enabled testing whether a 

solvus model can explain the hydration/dehydration observations. If confirmed, this 

model can be applied to other hysteretic systems and allows prediction of the hydration 

state of these systems over a range of temperatures and relative humidity conditions.  
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

Methods 

Phase equilibrium observations were conducted on samples of powdered natural 

laumontite collected from Drain, Oregon.  The crystal structure of this sample has 

previously been studied extensively (Fridriksson et al., 2003a). We can express the 

equilibrium between laumontite and leonhardite by the reaction: 

 
empty site W1occupied site W1

H O·3.5HOSiCaAl O·4.5HOSiCaAl 22124221242 vaporO
 (2-1) 

The stoichiometry of the reaction is based on crystallographic studies of Yamazaki et al. 

(1991) and Stahl et al. (1996) and expressed per 12 framework oxygen molecules for 

simplicity. 

Two experimental techniques, buffered batch experiments and thermogravimetric 

analyses, were applied. For batch experiments, a modified version of the salt buffer 

method described by Chou et al. (2002) was adopted.  Approximately 0.2 g of samples 

was placed in preweighed 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. The open Eppendorf tubes were 

then set in closed shell vials within scintillation vials containing the buffer salt solutions 

of known relative humidity (RH). They were equilibrated at constant temperature for 1 

day, sequentially over a series of saturated salt solutions that buffered the water vapor 

pressure to a range of relative humidity from 32.7 to 95.8% (saturated solutions of 

K2SO4, KCl, NaCl, NaNO3, KI, CoCl2, MgNO3, NaI and MgCl2; Greenspan, 1977) with 

precision better than 0.12%RH. Mass changes of three samples were monitored at 

each step. After equilibration under the highest humidity conditions, the procedure was 

reversed to study the dehydration behavior of the sample. To study the influence of 
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temperature, hydration and dehydration observations were conducted at room 

temperature (298 K) and at higher temperatures (308 K, 313K, 318 K 323 K and 328 K) 

by submersion in a temperature-controlled water bath. To test the repeatability of the 

hydration dehydration reaction, samples were first equilibrated at the lowest RH and 

after that at the highest RH and this process repeated several times. The same water 

content was observed at the same RH each time exhibiting repeatable hydration and 

dehydration. Isothermal thermogravimetric analyses were conducted using a TA 

Instruments Q5000 sorption analyzer. For each experiment, approximately 30 mg of 

sample in a metal-coated quartz crucible was placed on the calibrated balance and 

equilibrated at 298 K and 50% RH for 3 hours. For the first part of the experiments, 

temperature was held constant while RH was varied from 50% up to 98% (hydration) 

and from 98% to 50% (dehydration) in steps of 2% RH. The mass was monitored during 

the whole experiment. For each step, the sample was held at constant RH until the 

mass change was less than 0.001% for 10 minutes to achieve complete equilibrium. 

This experiment was repeated for every 5 K increment, except 303 K, up to 328 K.  

The humidity was controlled by mixing N2 dry gas and water vapor (100% RH). 

Humidity verifications for the TA sorption analyzer involved testing deliquescence points 

(defined as the percent RH where the derivative of mass change with respect to the RH 

is zero) of salts. Various salt samples were monitored while RH was decreased linearly 

from 98 to 5% at a rate of 0.2%RH/min. The verification was accomplished by obtaining 

deliquescence points, which were consistent with the theoretical values. Uncertainty in 

the measurement of RH is about 2%. 
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To test if any condensation occurred, pure quartz was used as a sample under 

the same conditions as the laumontite. The mass change of quartz was no more than 

0.01% indicating no condensation occurred at high humidity.  The temperature in the 

sample chamber was measured using a calibrated thermocouple. A constant air flow of 

200 cm3/min through the sample chamber was maintained throughout testing.  

Results and Discussion 

Results of phase equilibrium experiments obtained from the salt buffer technique 

and the sorption analyzer are plotted at six applied temperatures (Figure 2-1 and 2-2). 

For each temperature completely repeatable hydration/dehydration isotherms were 

obtained. The upper gray bar shows the stoichiometry of a fully hydrated unit cell of 

laumontite and the lower gray bar shows the stoichiometry of a partially hydrated 

leonhardite unit cell representing the Reaction 2-1. At 298 K hydration and dehydration 

of the W1 site are characterized by a reversible broad, prominent hysteresis loop 

between 40 and 84% RH. Within the region of hysteresis, the hydration state of W1 is 

constrained depending on the path followed. Although there is no apparent hysteresis at 

323 K from the limited data obtained with salt buffer method (Figure 2-1), high resolution 

data obtained by the sorption analyzer (Figure 2-2) show hysteresis between 80% RH 

and 98% RH. Along the hydration isotherm, all samples start with the same water 

stoichiometry and follow the same path. The hydration starts at  70% RH at room 

temperature, and 80% RH, 85% RH, 90% RH, 92% RH, 95% RH at 308 K, 313 K, 318 

K, 323 K and 328K, respectively. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 clearly show the temperature 

dependence of the hydration/dehydration isotherms and the hysteresis loop associated 

with it. As temperature increases, the hydration and dehydration isotherm branches get 
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closer, and the hysteresis loop becomes narrower, moves toward higher relative 

humidity and disappears at a critical temperature. This general trend of hysteresis is 

similar to the hysteretical adsorption isotherms of nanopores (e.g. MCM41: Morishige et 

al., 2007; Neimark et al., 2000).  

The maximum water occupancy on W1 is strongly dependent on temperature. At 

room temperature, 100% occupation of W1 was reached with the sorption analyzer. 

Because the salt buffer method has a lower maximum RH value, the occupancy does 

not reach 100%. The water content of W1 decreases systematically with increasing 

temperature and at 328 K maximum water content corresponds to only about 10% 

occupancy.  

The salt-buffer technique assumes that the samples reach equilibrium in a given 

time frame. On the other hand, the thermogravimetric analyzer is based on validating 

the point of equilibrium by continuously measuring the mass of the sample. As a result, 

the experiments using the thermogravimetric analyzer take less time. The agreement 

between the methods, as well as the repeatability of the reactions, suggests that both 

techniques are reliable. The thermogravimetric analyzer provided better resolution 

through the hysteretic region and thus provided better insight, which was especially 

needed for higher temperature data.  

The results of experimental observations of this study for the 

hydration/dehydration of W1 site on laumontite agree well with previous observations of 

Yamazaki et al. (1991) and Fridriksson et al. (2003b) at ambient conditions. However 

Fridriksson et al. (2003b) found no evidence of significant hydration of W1 at 

temperatures above 298 K, whereas the data obtained in this study clearly confirm 
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hysteresis with both techniques. The low observed values of hydration in the Fridriksson 

et al. (2003b) results suggest methodological issues. It is possible that either equilibrium 

was not reached at higher temperatures or that there was a problem with the anticipated 

humidity and/or temperature values.  

It is important to note that the hysteresis behavior observed in these experiments 

is not a result of kinetic effects. It is completely repeatable and time-independent 

regardless of the technique used to obtain the isotherms. In order to confirm that 

equilibrium has been reached through the hysteretic region, samples were left to 

equilibrate up to 10 days and the results were not affected. The salt buffer technique 

was preferred for those measurements since it allowed the required time for slow 

processes.  
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Figure 2-1.  Phase equilibrium observations of the total water content of laumontite as a 

function of relative humidity at 298 K, 308 K, 313 K, 318 K, 323 K and 328 K 
obtained from salt buffer method. Error bars represent the average of three 
runs. 
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Figure 2-2.  Phase equilibrium observations of the total water content of laumontite as a 

function of relative humidity at 298 K, 308 K, 313 K, 318 K, 323 K and 328 K 
obtained from thermogravimetric analyzer. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 

Model 

Thermodynamic description of the stability of confined water has traditionally 

followed two approaches. The first one describes the water stability by means of the 

Kelvin or Laplace equations and variants. This approach describes the effect of pore 

size and energy of interaction between water and the pore wall and the condensation 

vapor pressure of water in the pore (e.g., Mercury and Tardy, 2001; Mercury et al., 

2000; Neimark and Ravitkovitch, 2001). It has been very successful in describing the 

macroscopic behavior of water in nm-scale pores, including isotherm form, hysteresis, 

and pore size effects. The limitation of this approach is that it does not consider the 

thermodynamic properties and stability of coexisting bulk water phases or the confining 

material. The second approach adapts standard geochemical thermodynamic equations 

to consider the hydrous and anhydrous (or partially hydrous) forms of the confining 

material as members of a solid solution. This approach has been successfully applied to 

hydration/dehydration systems (Ransom and Helgeson, 1994; Fridriksson et al., 

2003b;Wang and Neuhoff, 2008; Vieillard et al., 2011). In this study, we employ the 

second approach and treat the partial hydration of the W1 site as a solid solution of 

completely hydrous (W1 site full, laumontite) and partially hydrated (W1 site empty, 

leonhardite) components which differ in composition only by the presence or absence of 

1 mole of H2O. This enables thermodynamic analysis of experimental data and allows 

correlation of the thermodynamic consequences of hydration/dehydration at higher 

temperatures.   

The equilibrium constant, K, for Reaction 2-1 can be expressed as 
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laumontite

OHeleonhardit

a

aa
K 2  (3-1) 

where  is the activity of H2O in the vapor phase,  and  

represent the activities of leonhardite and laumontite. If we assume ideal-gas behavior 

of water vapor under the low pressure conditions of this study, water activity can be 

taken as equal to water vapor pressure. Therefore, relative humidity conditions used to 

obtain isothermic data can be considered as the activity of liquid water at 298 K, 1 bar 

(Ransom and Helgeson, 1994). The activities of the laumontite end-member and 

leonhardite end member are related to their concentrations (expressed in terms of mole 

fractions, X) via the relations 

 laumontitelaumontitelaumontite Xa    (3-2) 

 eleonharditeleonharditeleonhardit Xa    (3-3) 

where Xlaumontite is equal to the mole fraction of W1 occupancy and  is the activity 

coefficient. Since the total occupancy of the W1 site is unity Xleonhardite is equal to (1-

Xlaumontite). Because the fully occupied W1 site contains 1 mole of water, the mole 

fractional occupancy of W1 can be calculated for each data point by 

   (3-4) 

where  represents the water content of laumontite. The equilibrium constant of the 

reaction can be determined using equation 3-1 and utilizing the activities from the 

equilibrium observations.  
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  (3-5) 

Once the equilibrium constant is known it can be used to determine the standard Gibbs 

energy of reaction (∆Gºr,T,P). The equilibrium constant at a given temperature (T) and 

pressure (P) is related to (∆Gºr,T,P) at those conditions by 

 PTPTr KRTG ,,, ln  (3-6) 

where R is the gas constant (8.314 J/mol K) and T is temperature in Kelvin. PTrG ,,  is 

related to the standard entropy and enthalpy of reaction at a given T and P ( PTrS ,, and 

PTrH ,, respectively) by 

 PTrPTrPTr STHG ,,,,,,   (3-7) 

The properties of mixing between the hydrated and anhydrous states are 

represented by 1W  which relates degree of hydration to the respective activities.  

For systems like laumontite that show hysteretic behavior, models that assume 

ideal behavior are not appropriate and deviation from ideal behavior affects the 

thermodynamic properties. The Gibbs free energy of mixing (GMIX) can be described as 

the sum of two parts: the free energy associated from ideal mixing (Gideal) and the 

energy arises from non-ideal mixing. The difference between the property of a real 

solution and the property if the solution was ideal is called an excess property, GEX.  

 
EX

ideal

MIX GGG   (3-8) 

laumontite  is related to the excess Gibbs energy of mixing (GEX) via the relation: 

 )( eleonharditeleonharditlaumontitelaumontite

EX XXRTG    (3-9) 
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The Gibbs free energy of the reaction was calculated from the experimental 

observations of reversible equilibrium between laumontite and leonhardite as a function 

of humidity. Following the method of Ransom and Helgeson (1994), an empirical one 

parameter mixing model was employed to describe the non-ideal mixing of the solid 

solution between fully hydrated laumontite and its partial dehydrate leonhardite from the 

experimental data.  

 eleonharditlaumontiteG

EX XXWG    (3-10) 

where WG  is an empirical temperature independent mixing parameter.(Margules 

parameter). According to the Margules formulation, activity coefficients can be written 

as 

  (3-11) 

  (3-12) 

Equations 3-11 and 3-12 can then be solved from the room temperature experimental 

data for and substituted into equations 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 for the purpose of regression 

of K and WG. The thermodynamic properties determined by the Margules equations 

were then used to predict the activity of confined water along the isotherm curves. 

 The temperature variation of K is estimated from van’t Hoff equation using an enthalpy 

of hydration (H) of 8800 J/mol from Fridriksson et al (2003b)  

  (3-13) 
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Results and Discussion 

Figure 3-1 shows the simulated activity of water confined in laumontite with 

varying extends of hydration of W1 site as a function of RH. The curve is compared to 

the experimental data at (a) 298 K (b) 308 K (c) 313 K (d) 318 K (e) 323 K and (f) 328 K 

using the regressed values of log K and WG of -0.0495 and 5500 J/mol, respectively. 

The model yields a complex relationship between hydration and relative humidity. The 

S-shaped curve bends backwards such that more than one possible XW1 exists in some 

ranges of RH. The model is consistent with the hydration data along its lower portion 

and the dehydration data along its upper portion. As the temperature increases, the 

simulated S shape becomes less prominent, gets smaller and shifts to higher humidity 

range. The predictions are in good agreement with experimental data at low 

temperatures and fit more poorly at higher temperature.  

The calculated Gibbs energy of mixing (GMIX) as a function of mole fraction of W1 

(Figure 3-2) provides further insight on the hysteresis behavior. The two minima that 

appear in the Gibbs free energy curve at low temperatures have lower values than the 

end-members, preventing formation of compositions between them. This is because the 

tangent of the curve (dashed line) touches the curve at two points (a and b), and also 

means that two phases can coexist at the same time because the chemical potential of 

both phases have the same value. These points represent the coexisting stable 

compositions in the solution at a given temperature. This behavior gives rise to the 

presence of a solvus, with the energy region between the minima being compositionally 

prohibited.  If the bulk composition of the system lies between these minima, the system 

will consist of a mechanical mixture of phases with compositions corresponding to the 

minima. Any composition between a and b is metastable with respect to a mixture of a 
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and b. As the temperature rises the relative contribution of the excess free energy term 

decreases and the curve gets smoother, causing the minima in the solution curve to 

move closer. The two minima continue to approach each other and form one minimum 

at the critical temperature. At this critical temperature, the energy barrier no longer 

exists. The minima merge and every point on the solution curve has a free energy lower 

than that of any mixture phases and a single homogeneous solution is stable for every 

composition. This is consistent with the lack of hysteresis observed at 328 K.  

Simulated bimodal compositions, calculated from the first derivative of the free 

energy curves (Figure 3-2), are shown as a function of temperature in Figure 3-3. The 

boundary between the two –phase and one-phase region is the solvus (also referred to 

as the bimodal curve). There is a two-phase immiscible region at lower temperatures 

and inside the solvus curve two compositions coexist. This successfully explains the 

coexisting phases observed at 298 K by Yamazaki et al. (1991) and Fridriksson et al. 

(2003b). However, the single composition tends to be more stable at higher 

temperatures, explaining why the hysteresis loop becomes progressively smaller with 

increasing temperatures. At and above the critical temperature, the two phases become 

fully miscible. Conversely, at lower temperatures the two coexisting solutions become 

less miscible and their compositions move apart. The value of the critical temperature is 

in good agreement with observed data showing no hysteresis at 328 K.  

Thermodynamic modeling of these results indicates that the solid solution 

between laumontite with W1 full and W1 empty can be represented by a solvus with a 

critical temperature (Figures 3-2 and 3-3). The model was able to predict the hydration 

and dehydration isotherms in reasonable agreement with the measured data, and to 
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predict the disappearance of the hysteresis loop above 328 K. However, there are some 

discrepancies that could be related to simplifications that were made during the 

calculations. First, it has been assumed that the Margules parameter was independent 

of temperature. Secondly, the regular solid solution has been considered as a 

symmetrical solution. The results and fit of the model to the data could potentially be 

improved with a two parameter asymmetrical solution model with temperature 

dependent parameters. 
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Figure 3-1.  Mole fraction of W1 versus activity of water, the curve is model fit to the 

experimental salt buffer data. A) 298 K. B) 308 K. C) 313 K. D) 318 K. E) 323 
K. F) 328 K. 
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Figure 3-2.  Gibbs energies if mixing (GMIX) as a function of mole fraction of W1 

occupancy for 298 K, 308 K, 313 K, 318 K, 323 K and 328 K 
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Figure 3-3.  Solvus composition for the solid solution of fully hydrated laumontite and its 

partial dehydrate leonhardite 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS 

One of the goals of this study was to obtain reliable, high resolution data to map 

out the temperature dependence of hysteretic hydration/dehydration behavior of W1 site 

on laumontite. Careful measurements allowed quantification of the total amount of water 

adsorbed as a function of the %RH and temperature. The high-quality, high-resolution 

experimental data show that hydration/dehydration of W1 site on laumontite is 

reversible and repeatable at all temperatures. The total water uptake of W1 site 

decreased with temperature from 100% at room temperature to 10% at 328 K. The 

hysteresis loop associated with hydration/dehydration shifted to higher humidity and 

diminished with increasing temperature before disappearing at a critical temperature.  

To enhance our understanding of hysteresis behavior, thermodynamic properties 

were derived from the experimental data to simulate the temperature dependence of 

hydration/dehydration behavior. The model follows the hydration data along the lower 

limb and the dehydration data along the upper limb.  The curve becomes less prominent 

as the temperature rises and appears at higher relative humidity following the same 

path with hysteresis observed. Thus, for any given temperature and relative humidity, it 

is possible to predict the number of water molecules on the W1 site.  

The solvus model nicely explains both the temperature dependence of hysteresis 

and the presence of two coexisting phases. The calculated Gibbs free energy of mixing 

clearly exhibits an energy barrier prohibiting complete solid solution at lower 

temperatures, making the two coexisting solutions immiscible. At higher temperature the 

energy barrier becomes less distinguished and at critical temperature the energy barrier 

no longer exists. 
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The model provides a better understanding of the stability and reactivity of 

laumontite in the earth’s crust. In addition, this study also has a direct impact on the 

study of other hysteretic hydration/dehydration systems by permitting thermodynamic 

description of the stability of confined water. The methods and insights gained from this 

study can be used to develop new investigations of the relationship between 

hydration/dehydration processes and stability in other mineral systems. 
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